“Intelligent Automation is changing the nature of
financial services. Deploying WorkFusion has been
transformational to the bank.”
MICHAEL DANIELS, HEAD OF OPER ATIONS SA / OPER ATIONAL
EXCELLENCE AND AUTOMATION, STANDARD BANK

Africa’s largest bank
transforms its customer
onboarding through
Intelligent Automation
With over 100 processes successfully automated, Standard Bank uses
Intelligent Automation to drastically decrease account-opening times,
reduce risk and free up their employees from mundane work so they
can focus on delivering a superior customer experience.
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Challenges
Customer Experience

Regulations

Customers expect a frictionless digital experience, 24/7,

Very high regulatory and compliance burdens with cost

and want the bank to get it right the first time, every time.

pressures becoming “unbearable” unless mitigated.

Legacy Systems

Employee Satisfaction

Expensive integration and maintenance of multiple

Lots of employees doing boring, mundane, copy/paste

legacy systems built during the bank’s 150-year history.

tasks throughout the organization.

Goals

Improve
customer experience

Reduce
operational cost

Power
revenue growth

Solution

Impact

For over four years, WorkFusion’s integrated
automation platform has powered Standard
Bank with all capabilities needed for Hyper
Automation: scalable, end-to-end Intelligent
Automation solutions.
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process means
fewer mistakes

Why
WorkFusion?
All-in-one

Machine Learning

Scale

Speed

Intelligent Automation via a

Proven strengths in machine

The platform’s proven ability

With over 100 employees

single, integrated platform

learning capabilities,

to grow with the bank’s

trained and proficient in

offers end-to-end process

which the bank applied

evolving needs and scale

using WorkFusion, it takes

automation — rather than

to exception processing,

across many divisions and

weeks rather than months to

multiple point solutions

alongside RPA

geographies

automate within the bank

“We chose WorkFusion as the most complete ‘one-stop shop’ offering and the
best solution to solve the bank’s challenges. WorkFusion has proven to be a
great partner who worked with us to build the capability internally and offered
the top-class resources capable of dealing with the most complex challenges.”
MICHAEL DANIELS,
HEAD OF OPER ATIONS SA / OPER ATIONAL
EXCELLENCE AND AUTOMATION,
STANDARD BANK
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WorkFusion is accelerating the world’s transition to more meaningful
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work. Our powerful bots let companies deploy Intelligent Process Automa-
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tion with unrivaled speed and scale, helping reduce costs, up-skill workforces and unlock growth. WorkFusion is headquartered in New York City.
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